
REV IV ING THE  ART  OF COOKING 
FOR QUADRIPLEGIC INDIV IDUALS 
WITH L IM ITED HAND FUNCTION

THE PROBLEM

Cooking is made to be done with two hands. For those with limited hand 
function cooking is frustrating, time consuming and dangerous. The way 
cooking tools exist currently makes cooking an obstacle for everyone lacking 
grip, dexterity and strength. 

Yet, entire cultures, communities and families are centered around an 
undying love of cooking and eating. Cooking, itself, has become far more 
than a task to produce food; it is a place of relief, exploration, and creativity 
for so many. This sense of confidence and appreciation we feel from creating 
something delicious is something we should all get to experience. 

PRECUT INGREDIENTS AND 
PACKAGING EVERYONE CAN OPEN 

ZEST’s meals gives users the option to have their 
ingredients precut at 3 different levels to prevent cuts and 
uses edible and biodegradable seaweed packaging with 
easy-open loops to allow users to focus on enjoying 
and exploring new meals. 

THE SOLUTION

ZEST is a meal subscription service and cookware set made for 
and with quadriplegic individuals with limited hand function. 
Every zest meal is customized to each users range of functionality 
and designed to be cooked with our cookware set.   

These products make every intention to seamlessly intertwine 
with mainline cookware to empower and enable users to 
love when they cook. 

A HANDLE THAT HOLDS BACK

Inspired by tri pin spinner knobs for adaptive 
steering wheels, our handle gives complete wrist 
support, uses a 1.15” round handle to match the 
natural curl or our hands, and adds top and bottom 
support to minimize the strength and dexterity 
needed for a secure hold. Slide the handle off for 
compact storage or to attach a different handle for 
use by someone with a different range of ability. 

DESIGNED TO BE L IFTED 
FROM BELOW

ZEST’s saucepan handles do not require any 
finger dexterity and have seven inches of Dycem® 
grab space at a touchable temperature. Our 
strainer basket prevents users from burning 
themselves by eliminating the need to ever pour 
or lift the entire pot while hot. Our top handles 
open on one side and have a Dycem grip zone for 
easy slide in maneuvering. 

FLAT STORAGE AND 
PLATFORMING CAPABLE

TRI  PLY CONSTRUCTION WITH 
CERAMIC THERMOLON®  COATING

DYCEM®  GRIP ZONES TO 
LEVERAGE DEXTERIT Y


